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File Type Manager is a simple program that helps individuals manage file types, actions and shell
extensions. The interface is clear-cut and has an outdated design that resembles the classical one
presented in Windows 98 and 95. However, it can be easily used by any type of person, without
encountering issues or needing extensive experience. The main window is pretty straightforward.
There is a panel in which you can see all the different file types present on the hard drive, including
the orphaned ones (not associated with any file type) as well as a small pane that shows some details
regarding the selected items. You can add new shell extensions, actions and file types. In addition to
that, you can remove or edit them. When adding file types, you can input the name, extension, icon
(ICO) and flags, as well as generate a class ID. For every new action you have to choose the name,
command and association. From the settings panel you can set all file types to load on program
startup, along with information pertaining to them. Moreover, refreshing data is possible. This
software utility incorporates a search tool that enables you to look for actions, file types and shell
extensions. For users who still do not know how to work with this application, the developers have
created Help contents. Although File Type Manager is comprised of an outdated interface, it proves
to be useful through powerful scanning and editing capabilities, panels that enable individuals to see
relevant information, and a fast search tool. Read more ▸ File Type Manager is a simple program
that helps individuals manage file types, actions and shell extensions. The interface is clear-cut and
has an outdated design that resembles the classical one presented in Windows 98 and 95. However,
it can be easily used by any type of person, without encountering issues or needing extensive
experience. The main window is pretty straightforward. There is a panel in which you can see all the
different file types present on the hard drive, including the orphaned ones (not associated with any
file type) as well as a small pane that shows some details regarding the selected items. You can add
new shell extensions, actions and file types. In addition to that, you can remove or edit them. When
adding file types, you can input the name, extension, icon (ICO) and flags, as well as generate a class
ID. For every new action you have to choose the name, command and association. From the settings
panel you can set all file types to load on program startup, along with information
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TYPE: Basic | Macros | Record CUE You can find all your VST Plugins and Audio books in a blink, as
K-MediaMacro allows you to easily create shortcuts to your favourite titles. A nice feature of this
audio software is that it enables you to record your own Macro’s for the various actions, which lets
you use your preferred settings for repeat, loop and other parameters. This audio software is packed
with powerful features, such as: - More than 200 item shortcuts - Macro options for all the actions in
the VST Plugins - Audio books library with 600+ titles - Loop, repeat and delay options - Audio book
bookmarks - Snapshot and export options MACRO can be set to run automatically, or manually. You
can modify keystrokes, shortcuts and audio bookmarks. Actions created in K-MediaMacro are
compatible with most DAW’s, and can be used in almost all plugins, such as: - Ableton Live - Arturia
VST - Cakewalk - FL Studio - iZotope Ozone - Kontakt - Logic - Reason - Reaper - REX2 - Steinberg -
Studio One - Studio 2 - Softube - Sony Sound Forge - Sound Forge Audio Studio - TC - Traktor - Xfer
Records - Apple Audio Units - Apple Auxiliary Output - M4A - MP3 - MP3 VBR - AAC - AAC VBR - AAC



V2 - AAC FLAC - ACC - ACC VBR - AD - AD-WAV - AMR - AMR NAB - AIFF - AIFF VBR - AIFF V2 -
AIFF - ALAC - ALAC - M4A - AVI - FLV - MP4 - FLAC - MP3 VBR - MP3 - MP3 VBR 320 - MIDI - ACID
ID3 - WAV - MP3 VBR 320 - AIFF - AIFF V2 - MP4 - WMA - WMA A - WMA B - WMA C - OGG Vorbis -
RA - REX - WAV - MP3 320 - FLAC 2edc1e01e8
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File Type Manager helps individuals organize and manage file types, actions and shell extensions,
allowing them to preview each item with ease. You can use the utility to add new items, edit or
delete them, as well as set them to load on startup. With this tool, you can also easily modify existing
items, by choosing the category, name, extension, icon (ICO), flags and class ID. You can also
generate the respective class ID by simply inputting the name. Once the file type is created, it is
listed in the other panes. File Type Manager has a comprehensive interface and its design is
outdated, resembling the classic interface presented in the Windows 98 and 95 versions. However,
the tool is well-structured and easy to use, and is even more useful with its powerful capabilities.
The main window is pretty simple and clean. In the lower part of it, you can see all the different file
types present on the hard drive, along with an overview of the orphaned ones (file types not
associated with any file type) and a small pane that shows the details of the selected item. You can
add new shell extensions, actions and file types. In addition to that, you can edit or remove them.
The settings panel is comprised of several options, such as setting the file types to load on startup,
as well as refreshing data. In the settings pane, you can also modify or remove existing items. File
Type Manager incorporates a search tool that enables you to look for actions, file types and shell
extensions. All the pages have help contents available. For those users who are unfamiliar with the
tool, it has a support team that will give you all the help you need. Other than that, File Type
Manager is a very useful and handy tool. ActiveWindow Switcher is a simple tool that allows you to
easily create and switch between multiple applications in your Windows operating system. You can
easily manage the desktop shortcuts and even have the ability to add new applications to it. To
create a desktop shortcut, you just need to drag the desired application on it, allowing you to easily
switch between the applications that you want to include in the panel. Furthermore, ActiveWindow
Switcher comes with a very useful feature, known as Action Locks, that allows you to execute the
shortcuts whenever you want. You can easily manage the order in which the applications run in the
panel by choosing the desired order. You can also get detailed information regarding the apps that
are included in the panel. ActiveWindow Switcher is a simple tool
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File Type Manager is a simple program that helps individuals manage file types, actions and shell
extensions. The interface is clear-cut and has an outdated design that resembles the classical one
presented in Windows 98 and 95. However, it can be easily used by any type of person, without
encountering issues or needing extensive experience. The main window is pretty straightforward.
There is a panel in which you can see all the different file types present on the hard drive, including
the orphaned ones (not associated with any file type) as well as a small pane that shows some details
regarding the selected items. You can add new shell extensions, actions and file types. In addition to
that, you can remove or edit them. When adding file types, you can input the name, extension, icon
(ICO) and flags, as well as generate a class ID. For every new action you have to choose the name,
command and association. From the settings panel you can set all file types to load on program
startup, along with information pertaining to them. Moreover, refreshing data is possible. This
software utility incorporates a search tool that enables you to look for actions, file types and shell
extensions. For users who still do not know how to work with this application, the developers have
created Help contents. Although File Type Manager is comprised of an outdated interface, it proves
to be useful through powerful scanning and editing capabilities, panels that enable individuals to see
relevant information, and a fast search tool. File Type Manager is a simple program that helps
individuals manage file types, actions and shell extensions. The interface is clear-cut and has an
outdated design that resembles the classical one presented in Windows 98 and 95. However, it can
be easily used by any type of person, without encountering issues or needing extensive experience.
The main window is pretty straightforward. There is a panel in which you can see all the different
file types present on the hard drive, including the orphaned ones (not associated with any file type)
as well as a small pane that shows some details regarding the selected items. You can add new shell
extensions, actions and file types. In addition to that, you can remove or edit them. When adding file
types, you can input the name, extension, icon (ICO) and flags, as well as generate a class ID. For
every new action you have to choose the name, command and association. From the settings panel
you can set all file types to load on program startup, along with information pertaining to them.
Moreover, refreshing data is possible. This software utility incorporates a search tool that enables
you to look for actions, file types and shell extensions. For users who still do not know how to work
with this application, the developers have created Help contents. Although File Type Manager is
comprised of an outdated interface, it proves to be useful through powerful scanning and editing
capabilities, panels that enable individuals to see relevant information,



System Requirements:

Windows 7, Windows 8/8.1, Windows 10 (64-bit versions only) 4GB RAM (6GB recommended) 2GB of
available space 1.5 GHz CPU 2x GFX: ATI Radeon HD 7700 or better, or NVIDIA GTS 250 or better
2x Audio: Intel HD Audio 4400 or better 2x Network: Broadband Internet connection required 1x
DVD drive 1080p HD or 720p is the recommended video resolution
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